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SUMMER 2019  

Recommended Reading  
from the WH Cornerstone Team  

Bill’s Picks  
Reading is what feeds our minds, and I’m excited to share what I plan to feed 
mine. – Bill Harris, WH Cornerstone’s Co-founder and President 

 

 
 
Griffin’s Picks  
A re-read, a recommendation and a series of books that will take you through next 
summer’s reading list too.  – Griffin Brayer, WH Cornerstone’s Intern    

 
  

 

  
  

       
 
 

My self-help book is 12 Rules for Life: An Antidote to Chaos by Jordan 
Peterson. How could I turn down a self-help book that starts by relating a lowly 
crustacean to our need for a safe hearth and home? Peterson does that. I may 
never look at a lobster the same way again. But I know I’ll be going on a journey, 
one that may lead me to challenge some of my beliefs about how life works. 
	
My fun book is Jack Kerouac’s On the Road. This book is about 
Kerouac’s fictionalized recounting of his various odysseys back 
and forth across America with his friend Neal Cassady captured 
their generation’s beatnik soul. They fought off their numbness 
by seeking raw America, where living was hard, but where “life 
is holy and every moment is precious.” I’m hoping it will provide 
some insight into some of the cultural changes we see in 
America’s young adults today.  
My other fun book is Norse Mythology by Neil Gaiman. The Legend of Thor 
made me put it on my list! I have to find out where he came from, and the story 
behind his fabled hammer. Gaiman’s 2017 book promises to satisfy my 
curiosity. In it, he updates and retells several stories of Norse Mythology – 
including the theft of Thor’s hammer – while staying true to the myths.   

My personal development book is also a recommendation 
from my Dad, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People by 
Stephen R. Covey. I have previously read “The 7 Habits of 
Highly Effective Teens”. 

	 My down-time, fun book is Foundation by Isaac Asimov. I’ve 
read this one already, but it is one of my favorite science 
fiction books. Foundation is about the fall of a Universal 
Empire and the rise of the Foundation, a new society. 

 
For a couple years I’ve been reading the World War II 
Series by Time-Life. Currently, I’m reading volume 7, The 
War in the Desert. It is a fascinating look at the events and 
stories of World War II. 
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Paula’s Picks  
A little history, a little personal development and exciting growth in our business built 
my reading list!   – Paula Harris, WH Cornerstone’s Co-founder and Principal  

	
   The Success Principles by Jack Canfield 
   A must read for anyone who wants to be more! These principles   
   are a roadmap for helping you achieve the most you can! 
   *This book is on Kevin’s list too! Paula presented an   
   abbreviated version of Jack’s principles to Plymouth Chamber.  
  
   A Gentleman in Moscow by Amor Towles  
   I read his other book Rules of Civility and devoured it. So far, I’m   
   loving the balance of well written book and a glimpse into  

         fascinating time in Russian history.  

 
 

Kevin’s Picks  
You always want to be learning and fine-tuning your skills. Books are a great way 
to do it. – Kevin Williams, WH Cornerstone’s Senior Financial Advisor 

 
Dawn’s Picks  
A great recommendation by my kids!   
– Dawn Gorman, WH Cornerstone’s Director of Client Experience 

 

The Dichotomy of Leadership by Jocko Willink and Leif Babin 
I’m eager to read this one since our business is growing and it’s 
time to brush up on my leadership skills again. 

	

Harry Potter Series by JK Rowling  
My daughter is a Harry Potter fanatic and she has been asking me to 
share in her enthusiasm for the story. 

Wine for Dummies  
A friend of mine is the New England sales representative for Gallo 
Company high end wines. I told him I am interested in  learning about 
wine and wine making and he said this (believe it or not) is the best 
book for it…he even uses it. 

The Vision of a Champion: Advice and Inspiration from the World’s Most 
Successful Women’s Soccer Coach by Anson Dorrance and Gloria Averbuch  
Every summer I read a book that will help me be a better soccer coach. This is my 
favorite and I am due for a re-read. I first read it about 10 years ago! 

Tuesday’s with Morrie by Mitch Albom 
I don’t know much about it but both of my kids have read it and they 
recommended it. 


